DICK HIGGINS: WHAT ARE LEGENDS: A CLARIFICATION

What is a legend?
Dwight D.Eisenhower. Suppose Dwight D.Eisenhower. Impossible.
Dwight D.Eisenhower an executive. Dwight D.Eisenhower a general not a
general. Grant Grant. Grant Grant was a general and is a general and not a
man.
Running against Eisenhower running against Santa Claus.
The depression exciting but not interesting. Not interesting. The
depression not a legend.
Grant coming and going. Grant on a horse. Grant chewing cigars.
Thank you Grant for everything.
1 2 Grant. 1 2 3 4 5 Grant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3.
4 Grant I mean. Thank you Grant.
Sitting Bull famous. Sitting Bull very famous. Sitting Bull on tour. Chief
Spotted Dear God Keep You. WIAL. Sitting Bull famous. Sitting Bull with his
braves.
Sometimes more. Sometimes Sitting Bull climbing on a hill. Sometimes
Sitting Bull calling the ghosts of his ancestors. Sitting Bull in action. Sitting
Bull loving Mama Bull. Sitting Bull collecting. Was your Grandfather
collected?
Sitting Bull if in action rapidly in action, having to be in action a need for
being in thought in action happening in action. But not always in action.
Grant walking. Grant modest but chewing and walking and riding slow.
Grant being walking and being drunk and just being and being and being and
hurrying.
Sitting Bull being and more. Rapidity. City Bull moving. City Bull
changing his mind and making war on the palefaces. City Bull and Al saying
“Ugh. Mishugennah.” Sitting Bull possibly heroic, and City Bull certainly is
heroic. Sitting Bull become heroic. Sitting Bull becoming. Eisenhower not
becoming. Eisenhower hiding. Grant unbecoming but coming and going and
being and working.
Is it possible when legends. Is it possible when legends being. Is it
possible when history and legends being. History is nice. Can legends and
spice be. Spicy bee in chocolate. Can you milk a cow. Can you offer. Offering
is always legendary.
Legends and legends.
What legends and what horses and what indians and what soldiers.
And what sages and what vegetables. And what meals there are and are
being and have been.

Legends are grammar. Legends are the grammar of what we might be
being. Hickory is not history. Sophistocation is the enemy of history. When
there is no wind there is legend. When there is a big blow there is legend.
Legend is hello. There are many legends that nobody has made. Sounds and
legends growing like mushrooms in the night. Here we are, amazing. Are we
amazing.
Can one be interesting. Can one be interested. Can one be history. Can
one be legendary. Being is not historical. Being is history. Having been is
history. Being having been. Having been being. That is legend. Legend
means sometimes that you wear a hat when you go out of doors. Have you
been wearing a hat.
Legend is smiling. Legend and seeing can be brothers.
Legend is donating. Legend is donating the present to the past. Legend
is donating being to having been. To having been being. To having been
present. To having been the present. Legend is grammatical. Legend is a
pussycat and a catnip mouse.
One might have lived in a house. One might have been offering
asparagus and tobacco and peas and donating is offering and trees and all
the birds what what and what is seen.
Legend is without art. Legend is something else. Legend involves
having seen. Legend rides to the moon on a hobby horse. Legend and Isaac.
Legend the saints. Legend and dirt. Legend and Dr. Johnson. Legend and
what painters are. Legend and what do you enjoy. Legend making action.
Action making legend. Action is possible from legend.
Legend is what people do when they are almost asleep. Legend is what
people do when they have hidden their minds. Legend is a garbage can, a
sacred garbage can. Legend must be without art and with speed. Legend is
in poor taste. Legend is without wit. Witlessness. Witlessness and form.
Wits make tables into tables. Then tables cease to be really tables.
Tables turning into tables are not legendary. Tables and tables are legendary.
Tables and legends.
This is what tables and legends have done for you.
Abraham Lincoln.
This is called tables and legends.
This is what tables and legends have done for you.
Abraham Lincoln.
This is called tables and legends.
Tables and legends.
If an angel. If an angel dancing. If an angel dancing on a table. If an
angel on a table dancing on an alter. Is an angel and altar. Is a table an altar.
That is wit. This is not wit.
An angel on a table dancing on an altar.

Angels and tables. The life you save may be your own. Life guard.
If a bird. If a bird dies he lies in the bathtub.
Fat men. Fat men are ticklish.
It is bad luck to walk under a ladder.
Tie a knot and kill your enemy. Tie a knot and cure your ill.
Abracadabra. Put in a nickle and out comes Butterfingers and Ray.
Ray.
Sneeze on Monday. Sneeze for danger. Sneeze on Tuesday. Love a
stranger. Sneeze on Friday. Sneeze for sorrow. Sneeze on Saturday. See
your own true love tomorrow.
What is the use of saving a small fish so that you can eat a large one.
What is the use of having been Geographically a child.
These are all familiar having been thoughts. The thoughts of famous
people.
But legends must be fast or they are not simple. Simple and true.
Legends are wheels spinning and old automobiles coming. Legends are not
geographies.
And so having been born was there but is.
I offer you a cigar.
Legend comes from places. Everything comes from the ocean. All the
good words begin with C of which there are 7.
Thank you.
May I offer you a cigar.
Drop dead how sad.
What does it mean.
(
)*
Ears.
Thank you.
Legending is done by ears. These ears are located in the center of the
forehead, assuming that the Cʼs are in line. Lines do not curve. They
sometimes swurve but they never curve. To see with your ears, what happens
is not a line. Not if a legend. What happens is on the wall.
One might let the happenings happen.
One might not.
One might contribute.
1 and 1, and 1 in a box.
Being better.
1 might offer a fly his freedom. 1 might be clearly red. 1 might reflect the
sun. 1 might not have enough air. 1 is many things.
Who are people anyway.
This is the most useless thought ever.
1 in a spaceship. What is 1 I will make 1. A little 1.

Here I am.
Once I climbed a hill, not a legend.
Here is a hill, not a legend.
A hill. Beginning. I climbing. Nous voyons .... no legend.
A hill. Climbing. I, fat, with grease in my hair.
A monkeyʼs cheek pouch. To damage. Abracadabra. Abstractly
accessible. Banausic beans. Chug chug.
To the tune of twinkle twinkle little star.
Thanking and offering makes everything clear.
Somebody has ruined the soup.
The End
Here we come to the end.
Legends comes form the sixth sea, after everybody else has gone
away.
Legends do not know.
Legends are what never know anything.
Legends move.
Ivor a legend. Everything is clear.
I thank you.
The End
Still not the end. I cannot call on the end.
Everything is clear.
I thank you.

Autumn, 1959

* Nobody home.
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